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After being afraid of people catching on to something, Koen Bierstadt quickly stood showed a warm smile.

“The conflict between Harvey York and me isn’t that serious anyway.

“I don’t want to talk about that incident anymore.

“Besides, people like us wouldn’t care about such trivial things like taking revenge.

up

and

“No matter the case, Harvey has done much for the country by participating in the fights.

“For my sake, please don’t look for him for more trouble.

“As for how he’ll end up, that’s for him to decide.”
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The young masters and wealthy ladies nodded in unison after hearing Koen’s words.

“You’re so generous, Young Master Bierstadt!”

“We’re the narrow–minded ones for even saying something like this!”

“Harvey did all those heinous things and went against so many people. He deserves to be

punished anyway! There’s no need for you to do anything!”

“Alright. Enough about this. Let’s eat and drink to our heart’s content!

Emily Benett stood up to change the subject before she pushed the window open to look at the

crowd.

“Eat and drink as much as you like! It’s on the house today!”
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The crowd in the main hall was cheering loudly after hearing those words.

“Come! Come! Young Master Bierstadt, Mrs. Benett, here are Audemars Piguet’s couple watches! I wish for your love to last for an
eternity!”

“Young Master Bierstadt, I prepared a condo in Flutwell for you as a small token of appreciation! Thank you for everything you’ve
done for us so far!”

“Mrs. Benett, here’s a pair of glass slippers I custom–ordered from Cartier! This is the only pair in the entire world! Please take it!”

After all the excitement, the people in the VIP room brought out expensive gifts they had prepared beforehand.

After the engagement banquet, Koen would be destined to rise in the Golden Palace.

When else to pamper him if not at this moment?

The crowd was happily cheering when everyone brought their gifts.
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Bam!

Suddenly, the bronze door of the main hall was kicked open.

Then, a group of people walked inside.

A calm voice echoed in the rain.

“Koen Bierstadt, this engagement banquet might just turn into a funeral if you don’t give me, Harvey York, a fair statement right
now!”

‘A statement?‘

‘Funeral?‘

The crowd went instantly dead silent after hearing those words.

Everyone peered at the entrance.

They were all completely shocked. They could not believe what they were seeing.

Koen was the top disciple of the Golden Palace’s outer circle.

His brother was also a formidable expert in the Golden Palace.

Emily Benett’s father was an elder of the outer circle too!

Safe to say that Koen and Emily’s marriage represented the Golden Palace’s combined forces. They would have absolute authority
over the outer circle! They would have the final say over anything!

Koen would definitely be considered a prominent character of Flutwell’s upper social circle!

His status would only be second to top–rated princes and young masters like Clyde Osborne and Harold Bauer…



And yet someone dared to disrespect him in his own engagement banquet…

Demanding a statement and threatening to turn the place into a funeral.

This was just reckless! This was outrageous!

Everyone believed the person who said that must have had a death wish.
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The Read Harvey York’s Rise to Power series by A Potato-Loving Wolf has been updated to chapter Chapter 3704 .
In Chapter 3704  of the Harvey York’s Rise to Power series, two characters Harry and Mandy are having misunderstandings that
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